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Ref: GRS Recovery System. 

System removal 

Under current microlight and LAA rules it is possible for an owner to remove/install  

the GRS Recovery system from/to their own aircraft provided that no alterations are 

made and original parts are used. 

Once the GRS has been removed you will need to check with the BMAA/LAA if you are 

able to continue flying, we understand this may be possible provided you can 

demonstrate the aircraft remains within the CofG range, this is currently possible on the 

Eurostar SL, the MTOW will be 450kgs and the baggage area max 5kgs. You will need 

to ask your inspector to sign a new W&B form and submit to the BMAA/LAA. 

 

Removing the system from your aircraft… 

1. Locate the installation and become familiar with the fixings and security straps 

and fittings, take many pictures before and during the removal, this will help you 

when re-installing the system.. 

2. Make the Rocket SAFE before starting work. Ensure the safety pin is fitted to 

the release activation handle (you could add a cable tie for extra security) this 

will be located in the cockpit area. Next install a safety pin/wire in the head of the 

rocket housing (an old wire coat hanger will work fine, if the original safety pin 

has been lost) see pic 1. Ensure it won’t fall out by bending the ends over. This 

wire is to prevent the actuator pin from firing the igniters.  

Next fit an M5 bolt (some are M6) to the bottom of the rocket housing. Don’t 

overtighten just nip it up See pic 2. This will contain rocket if it was to activate. In 

some models this will not be necessary. 

3. The parachute on a ‘soft system’ can be removed first, depending on the 

installation by undoing any cable ties and fixings to the straps and carabiners. 

Make note of the arrangement for when its reinstalled. Store the parachute in a 

safe dry location.  

4. Next carefully remove the Rocket, this will be secured with fixings, a second pair 

of hands is useful here. The activation handle which is secured in the cabin area 

is removed at the same time; do not attempt to separate it. Once removed from 

the aircraft note that the igniters are located at the top of the rocket housing 

under the thin cover cap marked with a warning, ‘Do Not Press Here’. Store the 

rocket and activation handle together in a manner that it can’t be activated. 

5. Once all removed place in a box and return to myself (do not post it is classified 

as a dangerous goods). Once I receive the equipment I will dismantle the rocket 
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and discharge the igniters and explosive charge including the rocket fuel, I will 

inspect and clean the housing and return to Galaxy for a recharge. 

If you are in any doubt please do not attempt to remove the Rocket, if activated 

serious injury could occur. If activated the Rocket housing is no longer usable. 

The current turnaround time at Galaxy for Parachute inspection and Rocket 

refurbishment is 3-5 weeks; this varies depending on their capacity. Galaxy will 

transport by road to our contact in Abbeville France. Due to the dangerous goods act it 

can’t be sent direct to the UK, there are transport companies that will do this however 

the cost for one off item like this are prohibitive. I have recently been able to gain 

approval with P&O to transport by ferry Calais to Dover provided special measures are 

adhered to. Alternatively you could collect yourself by air. 

 
 

 

Pic 1 safety pin/wire 
Pic 2 securing bolt 


